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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The following material is included or your inform: .ion. You may also wish
to duplicate it for student use.

What is air pollution?
Air pollution is a change in the amount of gases, liquids or solids in
the atmosphere that makes it harmful to man, animals, plants and property.

What are the basic sources of air pollution?
There are three basic sources of air pollution: com ustion, in ust ial,
and natural.

Combustion sources are those where fuel isburned to produce heat or
power, or where waste, such as garbage or leaves, is burned.

Industrial sources of pollution involve such processes as crushing,
grinding, drying, baking, or evaporation and include processing with
chemicals and power production through nuclear reactors.

Natural sources include volcanoes, sand and dust storms, certain trees
which emit terpenes, plants which emit pollen, lightning storms which
create ozone, forest fires and even the oceans which thrust minute salt
particles into the air.

What are some of the man-made sources of air pollution?
The automobile accounts for about 60% of the man-made air pollution
followed by industry, electric power plants, furnaces, heaters, and
burning refuse which account for the remaining 40%.

What are the major types of air pollutants?
The major types of air pollutants are:

1, solids, such as small particles of dust, soil, soot, or ash.
These particles are placed in the air mainly by dust storms, wind,
erosion, forest fires and incineration of garbage. They are

eventually released from the air as dustfall or fallout.
gases, such as sulphur dioxide and carbon monoxide are added to
the air by the burning of coal and oil, the smelting and refining
of ores and natural gas by industry, and the incomplete burning
of gasoline by automobiles and other vehicles. These gases
usually remain in the air, and large amounts can build up over a
long period of time,
aerosols are solid or liquid particles which are mixed with gases
and are usually too small to drop out of the air. These particles
are released into the air by a wide variety of industrial processes.
Sometimes bad weather conditions, such as fog and winds, prevent
these materials from being dispersed into the atmosphere. When

this happens, smog (a combination of smoke, fog, and other
pollutants) is produced. In extreme situations smog can result
in illness and even death.



Why is clean air important?
Clean air is important b_cause it is essential to life. For example, the

average person breathes 35 pounds of air each day. That is several times
the amount of food and liquid consumed.

How are pollutants in the atmosphere moved?
The movement of pollutants in the atmosphere is affected by several
factors. Wind causes pollutants to become dispersed and to be moved
from one place to another. The speed of the wind determines the rate at
which the pollutants are dispersed.

Other factors affecting the movement of particles are precipitation,
topography, and air masses. Atmospheric temperature variations above the
surface of the earth affect the upward dispersal of pollutants.

How is air pollution measured?
Air pollution can be measured by using a Ringleman chart (a Ringleman

chart consists of a series of grids composed of black lines ruled on a
white background. When viewed at arm's length, the grids appear as
graduated shades of gray that vary between all white and all black.
Each shade of gray represents a certain smoke density.), by determining
the amount of dustfall using dustfall pans and filters, and by using
various kinds of air sampling devices.

What are some harmful effects of air pollution?
1. gradual deterioration of buildings, bridges, statues and monuments
2. corosion of metals and wires
3. soiling and damage to textiles, rubber, and fabrics
4. discoloration and flaking of paint
5. damage to valuable paintings and other works of art
6. decline in the value of land and property located in areas of

high pollution
7. damage to agricultural crops and forests
8. injury to flowers, shrubs, and ornamental plants
9. harm to the health of domestic, farm, and wild animals
10 harm to human health leading to various diseases and possOly'to

premature death.

How can air pollution be controlled?
Some ways of controlling air pollution are the installation of devices
on the exhausts of motor vehicles to reduce the gaseous and particulate
contaminants to harmless substances, the use of settling chambers,
electrostatic precipitators and chemicals to control the emission of
pollutants from smokestacks and other industrial sources of air pollu-
tants; the passage of legislation making these controls mandatory; and the
alerting of the public to the contributing factors and dangers of air
pollution.

)



MASTER MATERIALS LIST

stopwatch
baking soda - 1 box

teaspoon
pint jar
vinegar - 1 quart bottle
matches
flashligh

waxed paper
vaselina - 2 jars
cardboard

3" x 5" pla n index cards - 7 dozen gram scale
felt pens - 6 hand lens or microscope
masking tape - I roll

white facial tissue - 1 box

cardboard tube - 12-15" long
angel hair - 1 package

nylon stockings - 1 pair
assorted pieces of dyed fabric
Louvered Shelter

2 geranium plants

6



CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW OF UNIT

1. Living things require air,

2. Solid particles in our environ ent are _cntinually floating in the air.

:L The type and amount of particles in the ar vary depending on the
surrounding environmental activi y,

4. Weather affects the amount of pa ticulates found in the air.

5. Automobiles and other types of motor vehicles add pollutants to the air.

6. Air pollution affects nylon and OyeL; fabrics.

7. Air pollution affects green plants.

NOTE TO THE TEACHER:

The lessons in this unit are designed to either be presented consecutively,
allowing approximately two or three one hour class periods plus the necessary

monitoring time for each, or spaced at intervals throughout the school year.

These lessons have been successfully used with students in a sixth grade

classroom.



LESSON 1

CONCEPT: Living things require air

MATERIALS: stopwatdi
baking soda

teaspoon
pint jar
vinegar
matches
flashlight

PROCEDURE: This lesson is included to help students understand the
importance of air especially clean air to living things.

1. Use a stopwatch.
(')(ie I say "begin", count the numbeit o baeath tjott take in

oKe miklute, I (QUI teft you when to )top'couatil

2. You may wish to repeat step #1 3 times so as to have a
more accurate, average figure for each student. (This should

be approximately 14-18 breaths per minute.)

3. Compute the average number of breaths taken by the
average class member in an hour, in a day."

4 Use a stopwatch.
want you to 6Lt qucet o he next tltkQ _ mttwte4 I wat

watch the time. Suppase that du/Ling thi4 3 min e petiod o
time, the4e had been no cula in thiA 'Loom sot az to buathe.

Nhat woad have happened? We would be either close to

death or dead.

Nhy atant? It is necessary for ii e.

6. Aat t made o4? (Students may have rath r scanty
knowledge of the make-up of air. The following is for your
information )

A. Gases

Nitrogen - 78% serves primarily as a space filler.
However, certain kinds of bacteria extract nitrogen
from the air and use it to make compounds which green
plants need.

Ox en 21% - very active chemically. Oxygen unites
with rocks and causes them to decompose. It reacts
with iron to form rust, with fuels when they burn and
with foods to release energy in most kinds of living
things. The quantity of oxygen remains relatively



constant because the amount used is replaced by
oxygen that is released by green plants during
photosynthesis.

212211, carbon dioxide and minute amounts of other gases - 1%

B. Water Va)or invisible, varies greatly from Lime to
time an one place to another. Water vapor in t

atmosphere supplies the water that forms clouds,
frost and the various forms of precipitation,

Pollutants - air of a particular region is said
15(71-tTERTf its normal composition is changed by tIe
addition of pollutants thus making it harmful to
living things.

7. Wha.t i4 a pollutant? A material which, when added t
another material, makes it dirty.

8. Light a match and let it burn down. Light another matQh
and blow it out. By bteathing out when 7 How the match
out did 1 add anotheA mania to the ait ot did Aetoorn

.something I coutdn't u,se? (Returned something I could
not use.) Did I poZtute the ait? (No, except that caNsed
by the burning match).

Does anything in natme me the mateed that we 64eahe
out? (yes - green lan What dou natme "buothe oat"
in ketu4n? (oxygen ) L tIv a a good exchange? (Yes)

9. Make some carbon dioxide chemically. Divide students into
small groups of four or five. You may wish to put the
directions for the experiment on the board or the overhead
projector. Students may wish to repeat the experimenL

a. Put 1 teaspoonful of baking soda in a pint jar.
b. Add 4 teaspoonfuls of vinegar. The bubbling action

produces carbon dioxide.
c. Put a lighted match into the upper part of the

The flame will go out. Ask Why? Discuss.
d. Discuss with students:

Coutd we 4ay that when we combine mateAiato
time4 ptoduce anothen moteniat? (yes)

Coutd 40me o6 theze matetiats pollute OWL aiA? yes)
Let'.6 zappoze that we Live in a ctowded city, o4 pLom
any ocean - and tathout tAem ot any othet peen Oant6,
What woutd happen to at the catbon dioxide that the
thocoand6 oi peopte woad bteathe back into the atioz-
pheAel (It would remain there.)
What woutd happen to at the catbon dioxide that
pAoduced by butning o1 uets in homes and inatiA y?
(It would be released into the atmosphere.)

9



EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY:

1 3

Is C' boi diocide Lilvi4bW (yes)
Coutd it be, dangcrous? (yes - in large amounts)
CaH some Lbee matcA0,0 be dangotows? (yes)
Ccul )0me, bi!e matuviAt be cateed paetutarct4? (yes

10. Darken the room and light a flashlight. Students shou d

be able to observe dust particles in the air.
(0c havc 5( thrtt oxygoil, rold_cmhon rtioxid

C. 4AL444.6e,e. N.clust invi,3,(6ec? (no) I duot in he

a patutaot?_ (yes) Cal, dti,t be caeted a

patutaat? (yes)

Ask students to write a few paragraphs or a poem
factual) titled "There's Something In the Air".

Students will share completed compositions with
and/or display on a bulletin board.

10
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CONCEPT:

L

Solid p rticles in o r envi o ment are continually floa ing in
the air,

MAT waxed paper
vasoline
cardboard

RU CE U RE:

EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY:

Thi5 lesson provides EW op
observe narticulates found
asking,

rturlity for students to collect and

in the air. Begin the lesson by

Nhat kihcfs 4 CL bc, t wc ILt :c-ind 41L

thc (Lk? Allow studerts to brainstorm for a few minutes, re-
cording responses on the board.

Let's 6C0_

ih tho, iI

.C1 6 emC the 'c kund

Glve each student 5 2', squares of waxed paper. It is helpful

to have the waxed paper squares cut ahead of tim ) Tape or

staple the waxed paper to a piece of cardboard. Cover the

waxed paper with a thin coat of vaseline. (It is easier
for students to apply the vaseline at home just before putting
the collector papers outside.)

Each collector paper should be numbered so that students can
keep an accurate account of the collector paper and the location
in which it is put.

At the end of the allotted exposure time instruct str Jrits to

carefully collect the collector papers and bring them to school
for class examination. (Collector papers should be placed

flat in a shoe box or similar container.)

Examine the materials which have stuck to the vaseline with a

hand lens or microscope.

1. Student records ilformation on data sheet. (sample attached)

2. Divide students into groups of five or six to discuss and

compare data collected. Each group will share its findings

with the class.

Discuss the result5 of the data collected with the students.

What kinds o6 matetia did you iind on the coUeetot papeks?
What was the most common type o6 mate/tat liound?
Which types 06 mkt/Lai may have come Wm you't house?
Which types matvtiat may have come iiitom an industky?

Which types 06 matvLiat woad you no/matey expect to iiind in
the ain?



Collector Paper

#1

02

#4

Which ture,6 Mal 1 COVIA

VLd c -c ftc tol pripelt C c i app,qut4. 1 ft 6

waten,

What dce6 the_ kuoiwk o pottio,c OH each colTectot Attic)

dicate abottt th e ormftt iit you,,t wica?

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Location

2-2

Type of Mate ial Found
dust pollen, insects, ash, etc.

#5

1 2



LESSON 3

CON EFr: The type and amount of particles in the air vary depending on
the surrounding environmental activity.

NATE R : LS :

PROC EDU E:

EVIL CAT EVE

ACT 1/ Fr :

3" x 5" plain index cards gram scale
vaseline hand lens or microscope
felt pens
masking tape

Review the results of the experiment in Lesson 2 with the
students. Then ask,

Do you suppose we uo d kind the .sare. tjg o pa2ce4 in
e wide?tIte aiA outzide the CtA4MOOM 43 we mad ind on

Ltts-s expetimmt otd see.

Divide the students into small qroups of 5 or 6. Give each
group 10 3" x 5" index cards.

Number two sets of cards with the felt tip pen from 1-5 to
represent each day of the school week. Cover each card with a
thin layer of vaseline. Tape one set of five cards to the
outside of a classroom window and tape the other five on the
inside.

Ask: Woutd
cii66ete1ce

Jolt o6 , tive. a cood o 'de make any
tuuLts

Collect the inside and outside ' " cards at the end of the
school day.

Collect the "Z" cards the next day and so forth.

Each card should be weighed and the weight recorded.

As each set is removed students should examine each card care-
fully and record their observations. Identifying, if possible,
the kind, shape, size and amount of particles collected. (see
data sheet attached

Discuss similarities and differences in particles found inside
and outside the classroom window.

1 3



SAMPLE DATA SHEET

KIND

Card No. 1

Inside

Outside

Ca-d Ho

PARTICLES
SHAPE ZE EIGHT

Inside

Outside

Card

Inside

Outside

Card No.

Inside

Outside

Card No
_

Inside

Outside

I 4



LESSON 4

CONCEPT: The effect of weather on the amount of particulates found in
the air.

MATERIALS: waxed paper
vaseline
cardboard

PROCEDURE: The purpose of this lesson is to give students an opportunity
to explore and discover the effect of weather on the mount
and type of air pollution. You may begin by asking,

Po you 4kink weatheA ha.4 any a4liec-t. on the amount oi pattic

Kound in the (1.0L, Allow time for discussion. LeX4 zee
can iitd out.

EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY:

Discuss with the students various places v,here collector papers

could be placed.

Divide the class into groups of 5 or 6 students per group.

Assign or let each group choose a particular location on the

school ground to monitor.

Prepare collector papers.

1. Cut a 21/2" square of waxed paper.

2. Staple waxed paper to a piece of cardboard.
Cover waxed paper with a thin layer of vaseline.
Place collector papers in assigned place.

Each group should keep a chart or graph which will show location,
date and length of exposure, weather conditions and the collector
paper after it has been collected. These charts or graphs will

make an effective bulletin board display if desired.

Discuss similarities and differences in the data collected.

This activity could be effectively repeated at di ferent times
throughout the school year and data compared.

Sam le Chart

Location - N. side of Gym. 4 ft.
from ground - Center
of bldg.

Date - Oct. 15-16, 2 days
UFalher - sunny - no rainfall -

winci.speed light

collector paper



LESSON 5

CONCEPT: Automobiles and o her types of motor vehicles add pollutants
to the air.

MATERIAL: cardboard
cardboard tube
white facial tissue
angel hair

PROCEDURE.: Ask students, What eliie ct does the automobiZe and othe4 rno.ofl.

vehicZe s. have on the quaity o the aa? What is being done to
combat the pubLem o6 eni4.5i014 6ACM Mtn vehictes? (low lead

gasoline, anti-smog devices on automlbiles, rapid transit, etc.
Discuss_

Divide the class into small groups of 5 or 6. Students may do
the actual testing individually, but will work in groups to
compile and discuss data collected.

An effective way to conduct the activity is to discuss and
prepare the collector papers in class and have students do the
actual testing of the exhausts at home and in the neighborhood.
Collector papers should then be carefully returned to school
for examination and classification.

Prepare collector paper by taping a 3 inch square of facial
tissue to a long strip of cardboard.

The back of each cardboard should contain the following in or-
nation:

1. year the vehicle was made
2. name of company which manufactured vehicle
3. type of vehicle - (auto, truck, bus, boat, snowmobile,

motorcycle, etc.)
4. type of fuel burned (gasoline, regular or super,

diesel, etc.)
5. Approximate length of time since last motor tune-up.

Each group of students should test at least 12 different
vehicles. The greater the variety the better. Encourage
students to include lawnmowers, boats, motorcycles, snowmobile
etc. in their testing samples.

Discuss safety precautions with students before any testing
is done.

1. Ask permission of the driver or operator of the motor
vehicle being tested so that he knows you are testing
and will not move the vehicle before testing is completed.

2. Keep your face as far away from the exhaust as possible.
Remember, invisible poisonous fumes are also given off
by running motors.

All motor vehicles can be dangerous. Keep away from

moving parts such as lawnmower blades.



EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY:

Instructions for testing the exhaust of motor vehicles.

I. Hold the collector paper 6 inches from the mouth of
the exhaust pipe of a vehicle whose motor is running
for I minute. It is better if the engine is warm and
idling instead of racing.

2. Use a different collector paper for each vehicle
tested.

Don't forget to record the necessary information on
the back of the cardboard before you test:

When the testing is complete carefully return the collecto
papers to school

Examine the collector papers with a microscope or land lens.
Note and record the size of particles, small, medium, or large,
and the color, light grey, dark grey or black. Record any

other information you might observe.

A4 a votip avtange yout cotZectot papou on a _piece o 6 tagboatd
in oAdet 6tom the exhawst with the m'Azt 4aid paAticte
pollution to the exhau with the tecot.

ntan66et the inlioulation_Oom the back o6 the caxdboatd to the
tagbond belioke g&ing the coitectot papeA in pZace.

Autoniobi le

1963 Ford Falcon
Regular fuel

Give youA di4piay an apphopkiat t4tt.

Organize a traveling display witil a student speaker from each group.
Share the display with other classes.

Discuss the results of your testing exp Arent.



SUPPLEMENTAL Removing some of the solid exhaust particles.
ACTIVITY:

Construct a filter

1

5-3

Use a cardboard tube such as the core of paper towels
or gift wrap.
Loosely pack the tube with angel hair (use gloves).
Test the cars exhaust with a collector paper.
Insert the filter into the exhaust pipe.

5. Use a second collector paper to test the exhaust
with the filter installed.

5. Compare the two filter papers. Label one before
and the other after.

7. Remove the filter and examine it carefully.
8 Which collector paper had the least amount of deposit

on it? Why?
9 How often would the filter need to be changed to be

effective?



LESSON 6
(optional

CONCEPT: The effect of air pollution on nylon and dyed fabrics.

MATERIALS: nylon stocking
cardboard for frame
cardboard
dyed fabric samples
1 Louvered shelter (if available)

PROCEDURE: Divide class in half. Then divide each half into two or three
small groups. One half of the class will test the effects of
air pollution on nylon while the other half of the class
tests the effects of air pollution on dyed fabrics.

Does air pollution affect nylon?
1. Make a window using cardboard as a frame with an

inside dimension of 6" x 6". Dag
2. Cut a nylon stocking 8" long to be used as the pane.
3. Stretch the nylon over the frame giving two nylon

surfaces for exposure.
4. Place "window" in a place where it will be exposed

to the wind.

Students wishing to conduct a dry test should cove
the window so it will not get wet when it rains If

Louvered Shelter is available place it on the roof of
your school with the nylon window inside of it.

5. Exposure should be for a ninety day period.

Does air pollution affect dyed fabrics?
1. Cut 2" square holes in a piece of cardboard. (The

number of holes will depend upon the number of pieces
of fabric students wish to test.)

2. Cut fabric into 3" squares placing them under the
holes in the cardboard. (The unexposed part of material

will let the students compare any changes taking place.

3. Tape fabric squares in place.

4. Cardboard with fabrics needs to be sheltered from
direct sunlight, but exposed to the wind. A Louvered

Shelter on a roof top is ideal.

EVALUATIVE Nylon Experiment -

ACTIVITY: 1. Examine the window approximately every 1.0 days with a

microscope or project it on the overhead.

2. Note and record any change in the nylon pane.

1 9



6-2

Fabric Expe went -
1. Examine the fabrics approximately every 10 days.

2. Note and record any change in the fabrics.

3. Identify, if possible, any particulates found.

4. Discuss the cost of air pollution in terms of clothing
and home fu nishings bills both cleaning and

purchasing.

S. Students may wish to make a bulletin board displaying
the nylons and fabrics tested as well as nylons and
pieces of the original fabric which were not tested.
Include copies of the data sheets kept by each group
and a summary of the results of the test.

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Date Material Tested Observations



LESSON 7
op ional)

CONCEPT; Air pollution affects :reon plants.

MATERIALS: 2 geranium.plants
vaseline

PROCEDURE: Show the class two nea ly identical potted plants - -eraniums
are excellent.

Coat the leaves of one plant with vaseline.

Check the plants at regular intervals. Students should keep
written observations of the plants.

Discuss the results of the experiment with the class.

Why au Zeavez oo potan t to the pZant and to peopte?

Txy to imagine thi6 peamt gitovii..n g outdooius. What might
ceog the ,stomata (4m1Ztt moutl- le opening,$) on the eeavez
and cauze the peaat to die'?

Have you evelL 6e.en ptan,t4 tIivtng and d g °Leong the
6/Leeway? What ake po44.M.U. AC 60A thi.6?

What otheA e66ect4 might aix pottution have on ptants.

ADDITIONAL On the "control" plant coat the underside of a few leaves,
ACTIVITY: the upper side of others and leave some uncoated.

Record observations.

21


